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After a robust 2014 for UK real estate, 2015
kicked off with a strong first quarter in the
investment market, and whilst there are signs
that in some parts of the market investor
sentiment has stabilised, others continue to
see downward pressure on yields.
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The UK witnessed deflation in April 2015 for
the first time since records began – according
to the ONS CPI fell 0.1%. This was expected
by most economists and is not anticipated
to remain a feature of the UK economy for
a long period. The main reasons were the
timing of Easter, (delaying a rail fare rise)
and falls in food prices and motor fuel.
This should continue to have a positive effect
on most parts of the UK economy.

Expectations for economic performance were
high at the start of the year, riding off the
back of strong economic growth and boosted
by improving fundamentals in 2014. Although
the revised estimates from the ONS reported
a slowdown in economic expansion in Q1
2015, we expect output data later in the
year will show stronger growth. This is
supported by improving underlying factors:
business conditions in both the service and
manufacturing sector are improving and retail
sales continued to grow in April driven by
store discounts, growing employment and
improving consumer sentiment. Nonetheless,
in May the Bank of England did cut its fairly
bullish forecast of 2.9% GDP growth this year
to 2.4%.
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Corporates still cautious
But sentiment felt by both UK businesses and
consumers is still mixed. Although confidence
among the largest corporates fell in Q1, we
expect to see sentiment start to improve as
a consequence of the election outcome, as
major changes to regulation and policy now
look unlikely.
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Deloitte Real Estate Yield Matrix – changing sentiment towards yields on prime property
Shopping centre sentiment has improved over the last three months

Prime major cities
Shops

Cathedral cities
Market towns
Regional dominant



Sub-regional
Shopping
centres

Major town centre
schemes
Smaller urban
schemes
Parks (open A1)

Retail
warehouses

Parks (bulky)
Solus

Car showrooms Let to dealership
Let to manufacturer
Leisure parks
Supermarkets

Standalone superstore
Distribution
(15 year term)

Industrial

Distribution
(5 year term)
Modern ind. est.
(Regional)
Modern ind. est.
(S East)
City
West End
Midtown

Offices

West London
South East
Major cities
Out-of-town

Sentiment indicator:

n Sentiment weakening

n No change in sentiment

n Sentiment strengthening

Source: Deloitte Real Estate
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Signs of improvement for retail
This should have a positive impact on retail property
which, for now, continues to show signs of weakness.
Although London retail continues to perform strongly,
as a consequence of exceptional rental growth and low
yields in core locations, falling rents in many regions has
meant the sector outside London still lags. However,
some signs of improvement are expected. The Deloitte
Real Estate yield matrix on the previous page shows that
sentiment towards some parts of the retail sector, namely
regional dominant and smaller urban shopping centres,
did improve over the quarter. There have been some new
entrants to the shopping centre investment market, mostly
from overseas and more focussed on secondary assets.
Additionally, we expect that the latest fall in inflation,
driven by low energy and food costs, should benefit
households and further improve consumer sentiment,
which should in turn have a positive impact on retail sales
growth (see chart 1).
Chart 1. Retail sales and consumer confidence
Rolling 3 month averages
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Boost to alternative sector
But whilst retail failed to impress in Q1, the alternative
sector stood out. In particular, we witnessed a clear
example of the expanding impact of overseas investors
in the UK.

The student housing sector recorded a significant increase
in investment, mainly foreign capital, and this pushed
the share of ‘other’ property investment above the retail
and industrial sectors (see chart 2). The largest deal
involved the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board which
purchased the Liberty Living student housing portfolio
for £1.1bn.
The low supply pipeline in some parts of the UK,
consistent demand, and the relatively high yields makes
student housing an attractive proposition for domestic
and overseas investors, especially those looking to
diversify away from the traditional core sectors.
We expect that this sector of the market will continue
to attract a significant share of investment over 2015.
Chart 2. Share of investment by sector
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In the latest Deloitte CFO Survey, it was noted that the
potential for post-election policy change represented
the greatest perceived threat to UK businesses. Now,
it is the outcome of a referendum on EU membership
that remains a concern. Additionally CFOs in the UK and
Europe still remain relatively risk averse, and are cautious
about making business decisions. Despite the uncertainty,
improving business conditions have filtered through
to employment numbers. Many of the UK regions are
reporting record levels of employment, and all regions
have witnessed a fall in unemployment rates compared
with a year ago.

Industrial

Office

Retail

Other

Source: Property Data

The UK office market continues to deliver rental growth
but this is still primarily driven by central London and a
number of key city markets. The latest Deloitte Crane
Survey reported an increase in the volume of new space,
but a third of this has been pre-let or early-let to tenants.
Meanwhile, the industrial sector marginally outperformed
offices in the year to March 2015 and indications from
Q2 show it continues to fare well. After a relatively
quiet Q1, those assets on the market are tending to
demonstrate strong bidding with limited available stock.
So what does this mean for UK commercial property?
UK real estate remains an attractive proposition for
investors. Despite low yields, property is still providing
higher returns than government and corporate bond
yields. And compared to much of the rest of the world,
the UK economy is looking strong. Improvement in debt
availability and low interest rates have also been positive
factors. This continues to be reflected in the steady flow
of overseas capital into UK real estate, which accounted
for 47% of the total investment of £16.1bn in Q1.
We expect this trend to continue.
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The economy
Growth outlook remains solid
Growth expectations solid despite slowdown

Changing consensus forecasts for GDP growth

GDP growth %

2.8

• Despite the ONS reporting a slowdown in GDP growth
over Q1 2015, market consensus expectations are that
the revised numbers will show stronger growth and the
economy will continue to gather momentum over the
remainder of the year.
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• Underlying this are improving business conditions in both
the service and manufacturing sectors, and retail sales
which increased by 4.7% y/y in the year to April 2015.
Industrial output figures in March 2015 were stronger
than anticipated, and the latest consensus forecast is for
the economy to expand by 2.7% in 2015.

Source: HM Treasury

Employment levels at record highs
PMI business activity index, Jan-Mar 2015
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North East, 54.9
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Ireland, 49
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• PMI business activity in March expanded at its fastest
pace since August 2014, as a consequence of the
economic recovery and improving confidence.
• This continues to be reflected across the UK with
many regions reporting record levels of employment.
The South West and the North West reported the largest
increase in employment rates in Q1 2015. All regions are
reporting lower unemployment rates than a year ago.

East, 56.2

Wales, 58.3
West Midlands, 59.3

London, 60.2
South East, 57.4
South West, 56.8

• Looking further ahead, London is forecast by Oxford
Economics to achieve the highest average output growth
over the next decade, whilst the North East is expected
to achieve the weakest.

Source: Markit

Confidence anticipated to improve post-election
Risk appetite
% of CFOs who think this is a good time to take greater risk onto their
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Source: Deloitte CFO Survey

• Although confidence among the UK’s largest corporates
fell in Q1, we believe sentiment will start to improve
as a consequence of the election outcome and now
that major changes to regulation and policy look
unlikely. However, the outcome of a referendum on EU
membership still remains a concern for UK businesses.
• In terms of favoured strategies, CFOs’ strongest priorities
remain increasing cash flow and reducing costs, ahead of
the more expansionary aims of introducing new products
or services, and increasing capital expenditure.
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UK commercial property
Increasing US appetite for UK real estate
No slowdown in the investment market

Property investment by quarter (£m)
70,000

• Investment deals totalled over £16.1bn in the first three
months of 2015; the largest Q1 volume on record and
an increase of almost 38% on Q1 2014. By sector office
investment continued to dominate although its share of
the market did decrease. Investment in ‘other’ property
types surged ahead of retail, accounting for 33% of
activity, largely due to sales of student accommodation.
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• Portfolio deals remain popular amongst funds looking
to invest large amounts of capital into real estate.

Source: Property Data

US investors continue to dominate the UK market

Share of investment by investor type Q1 2015
3%

5%

• Overseas investment remains a dominant characteristic of
the UK real estate market, accounting for 47% of activity
in the first quarter.

18%
Owner occupiers
Overseas investors
Private investors
47%

UK institutions
UK property companies
Others

24%

• US investors continue to be one of the key players in the
UK market accounting for 48% of all overseas investment
in Q1. European buyers were also strongly represented,
and their 24% share of overseas spending was larger than
any quarter last year.

3%

• The London market continues to attract new investors
from Japan, Hong Kong, the US and China. Korean and
Malaysian investors, who bought in a previous phase,
have been realising strong capital values gains by selling in
central London and moving on to other market sectors and
locations, typically shopping centres.

Source: Property Data
Net investment by investor type (£m)
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• After two quarters as net sellers, listed property
companies joined overseas investors and UK institutions
as net investors in Q1. Private property companies,
in contrast, continued to take advantage of high
property values and remained heavy net sellers over
the first quarter.
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UK commercial property
Yield gap provides comfort to investors
Yield gap attractive to investors

Property yields vs. swap rates
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• All Property initial yields contracted another 7bps to
5.30% in Q1 2015. Although this was the lowest initial
yield recorded since December 2007, the fall in yields
has slowed. The 5-year swap rate, at 1.34%, meant that
the yield gap of 396 bps was virtually the same as at the
end of December.
• The swap rate has hovered around 1.3% – 1.45% since
the start of the year, under little upward pressure as
mixed economic data is doing little to encourage the
MPC to raise rates earlier than generally envisaged,
around Q1 2016.

Source: DataStream/IPD

London driving office rental growth

Office rental growth
Quarter-on-quarter

• UK office rental growth slowed in Q1 according to IPD,
but continues to be driven by the London office market.
The Q1 2015 IPD figures show Midtown offices reporting
12.8% pa increase.
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• The IPD All Office annual total return stood at 21.2% in
March, of which capital value growth contributed 15.9%.

Retail returns struggling

Retail total returns
Quarter-on-quarter

Retail warehouses
Source: IPD
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• Despite an improvement in retail sales and consumer
confidence, retail remains the weakest of the three main
property sectors with an annual total return in Q1 of
13.3% pa.
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• Despite the Deloitte Crane Survey reporting an increase
in the volume of new space in London, a third of it
has been pre-let, and therefore low supply is still a
driver of rental growth in central London. Meanwhile,
demand has increased as a result of the recent growth
in employment levels. Additionally, the latest CFO Survey
reported a rise in hiring intentions.

• The latest IPD quarterly data reports high street shops
performing more resiliently than shopping centres and
retail warehouses. However, central London high street
retail dominates this segment with annual returns at over
28%, driven by exceptional levels of rental growth in
core locations and record low yields being set through
recent sales.
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UK commercial property
Student accommodation in the spotlight
Industrial sector activity slower in Q1

Industrial total returns
Quarter-on-quarter

• Industrial property’s total return in the year to March
was strong at 21.6% pa, marginally ahead of the office
sector. However, capital growth for industrial property is
slowing.
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• In terms of market activity, the industrial sector
was notably quieter with the number of completed
transactions down 70% on Q4 and 48% on Q1 2014,
but the outlook is better. Institutional funds were
the predominant buyer type, accounting for 48% of
transaction volumes. Greater London, the South East and
the Midlands were the dominant markets, between them
accounting for around two thirds of transaction volumes.

Student housing investment (£m)

Top Q1 for student accommodation

2,500

• The first quarter of 2015 marked a very strong period of
investment in student accommodation. Deals totalled
well over £2bn which was easily the highest on record,
even eclipsing annual totals, albeit driven by two large
transactions.
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• The largest deal involved the sale of Brandeaux’s Liberty
Living portfolio, spread across 17 cities, to the Canada
Pension Plan Investment Board for £1.1bn. 93% of deals
in Q1 involved overseas purchasers.
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• In London the low supply pipeline has made this
sector increasingly attractive to investors. In addition
the relatively high yields continue to make student
accommodation attractive to global investors.
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Source: Property Data

Improving prospects for 2015

Total return outlook
Annual total returns %

• The outlook for property performance in 2015 improved in
the latest IPF consensus forecast report. However, despite
the strength of the investment market, performance in
2015 is not expected to reach the same highs as in 2014.
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• Although yields continue to fall, rental growth will play a
more significant role in 2015.
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• The office sector is anticipated to lead the way in 2015 and
2016. This is predominantly due to strong rental growth
in the City and West End. By 2017 it is expected that retail
rental growth will improve and its overall performance will
then overtake the office and industrial sectors.
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The London
Business Footprint
The growth of
serviced offices

The London
Business Footprint
The evolving
financial sector

A Deloitte Insight report 2015

A Deloitte Insight report 2015

The Deloitte CFO Survey Q1 2015

The London
Business Footprint

Election casts a long shadow

Mapping change
in the office market

Uncertainty over post‑election policy change
represents the greatest threat to UK business
according to the Chief Financial Officers
of the UK’s largest companies. CFOs rank
a referendum on EU membership as the
second greatest risk facing their businesses,
followed by concerns over weakness and
political instability in the euro area.

A Deloitte Insight report
2014

The highest levels of satisfaction, with scores
of 90% or more, went to monetary policy,
the labour market and taxation. On average
77% of CFOs rated policy as appropriate,
up from 67% in 2012.
This quarter’s survey shows that CFOs think the
General Election poses risks to what is seen as
a benign policy environment. A clear majority
of CFOs see the potential for adverse changes
on regulation and taxation. And, on balance,
the expectation is that post‑election changes
will be negative for fiscal, monetary and labour
market policies. Meanwhile the risk of a future
referendum on EU membership ranks not far
below the General Election itself as a threat.

Risk appetite appears to have decoupled from
its usual drivers, the economic outlook and
equity market performance. Sentiment about
growth in the US, UK and the euro area has
improved since the previous CFO Survey in
December. And the FTSE100 rose by 14%
between mid‑December and late March to
reach an all‑time high.

Corporate hiring and investment has led the
recovery in the last two years. Yet this quarter’s
CFO Survey demonstrates that business‑hostile
policy change remains a potent threat to the
recovery. The last seven years have provided
ample evidence of the corrosive effects of
uncertainty on corporate behaviour. A weakening
of corporate risk appetite and investment
intentions provides an ominous reminder that
the business recovery is not assured.

Yet political worries and the threat of
a renewed euro crisis seem to have offset
the impact of generally good economic news
and buoyant equity markets, dragging down
corporate risk appetite to a two‑year low.
CFO expectations for investment spending
have also dipped.
Last September, as CFO risk appetite reached its
peak, a majority of CFOs rated government policy
as being appropriate across ten separate areas.

Chart 1. Risk to business posed by the following factors
Weighted average ratings on a scale of 0 – 100 where 0 stands for no risk and 100 stands for the
highest possible risk

The May 2015 UK General Election and
the risk of policy change and uncertainty
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The Deloitte Consumer Tracker
A spring in their step?
The latest Deloitte Consumer Tracker
shows that the level of confidence about
household disposable income is at its
highest in over three years and is getting
closer to positive territory. Supported by a
recovery in spending power and further falls
in unemployment, consumers’ finances are
starting to normalise. Such an improvement
points to an acceleration in consumer activity
and suggests that 2015 may well be the best
year for consumer expenditure since 2005.
However, a cloud remains on the horizon:
nearly half of consumers are concerned that
the forthcoming UK General Election will have
an impact on their financial situation.
In Q1 2015 consumers’ confidence in their
household level of disposable income rose by
seven points compared to a year ago and is
now 30 points higher than when the survey
began in Q3 2011. This improvement in
sentiment about level of disposable income
was at least twice as high as the improvement
observed in all the other measures of
confidence over the last three years.
An improvement in disposable income has
been the main driver of the recovery in our
consumer confidence index. In the first
quarter of this year, confidence was three
points higher than in the previous quarter
and two points higher compared to the same
period a year ago.

In another sign of the strength of real
income growth the Tracker shows that more
consumers were able to increase their savings
this quarter. Moreover, Bank of England
data suggests that the growth in unsecured
lending has levelled off in Q1 2015 indicating
rising incomes might have lessened the need
for some consumers to resort to borrowing.
The Tracker also shows that rising incomes,
combined with falling prices for essentials,
including food, energy and petrol, have
supported growth in discretionary spending.
However the growth in discretionary
categories is mainly in services such as leisure
and travel suggesting that the retail sector
is a little more subdued than the wider
macroeconomic environment.

The Deloitte
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UK Real Estate Predictions
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• In our previous reports we highlighted that globally corporates are in a strong position to
pursue M&A. They have rebuilt their balance sheets, accumulated record levels of cash and
stock market rallies have boosted their valuations.
• Our projections of the M&A volumes show that the momentum that started last year is
continuing in 2015. Despite the expected dip from Q4 to Q1, the Deloitte M&A Index
forecasts deal volumes for H1 2015 are likely to be 8% higher than for the same period in
2014. So far this year $583 billion worth of deals have been announced, surpassing the
$563 billion announced in Q1 last year.
• M&A volumes are being influenced by factors such as the decline in oil prices, appreciation
of the dollar, the rise of China as a global player in M&A and pressure from investors to
focus on top-line growth. The diverging growth trajectories between the US and other
economies are opening ‘deal corridors’ for US corporates to acquire attractively priced
assets abroad. We estimate nearly one in four dollars spent on deals in Europe last year
was either from the US or Asian countries such as China.
• In addition to the UK, six other European nations are planning to hold elections in 2015.
The build up to US elections next year will also start in the coming months. These events
could have a temporary impact on the pick-up in deal momentum.

+5%

Spending on essentials (y/y)*

‑10%

‑9%
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Looking ahead, consumers’ improved
financial positions should continue to support
sustainable rises in spending this year.
According to the Tracker, consumers are also
planning to continue to pay more into their
savings. Furthermore, with low interest rates,
household debt interest payments as a share
of income are also expected to remain low.

+4%

Figure 1. The Deloitte M&A Index
Global M&A deal volumes
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The foundations for a consumer recovery, led
by falling unemployment and rising incomes,
have been laid. However, consumers are
still concerned about the upcoming General
Election and the impact it will have on their
finances.

Chart 1. Consumer sentiment about household disposable income
Net % of UK consumers who said their level of confidence has improved over the past three months
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London Office Crane Survey
The Crane Survey is the most highly regarded barometer of
central London office construction. The report uses our own
data to provide the definitive picture of current development
activity, as well as our longer-term forecast of new office
supply.
The report...
• Monitors construction of all new office developments in
central London.
• Showcases our view of the proposed volume of construction
up to 2019.
• Explores the drivers and constraints for development over
the coming years and provides a measure of developers’
sentiment.
• Encompasses the City, West End, Canary Wharf, Midtown,
King’s Cross, Southwark and Paddington.
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Key findings
Crane Survey results
6.3 million sq ft
of new office
space completed
in 2014, a ten
year high

31 schemes have
started: totalling
the second highest
volume of space
started in 20 years

Nearly half
the space
leased is taken by
the TMT sector

Fourteen months
of supply is
currently
being built

2015 will
see below
average level
of completions

Demolition level at
5.1 million sq ft

Continued flow
of new starts in the
short-term

Mix of developers
to shift towards
institutions over
next five years

Greater location
flexibility:
emergence of
new markets

Construction activity
forecast to rise

Office construction is up
24% over the past six months
to 9.5 million sq ft

37% of
space under
construction
is already let

14

months

Outlook

London Office Crane Survey
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